
May 1978 Boris and the Satterthwaite Project. 7106

Roll:19780610-7106
Film: Unknown

Camera:Olympus OM1

Subject:

Boris and the Satterthwaite Project.

Notes:

Shots of Boris as a kitten in Clissold Crescent. I wonder who looked after him while we were away? Kiki

perhaps? Then Techno Cameras on Euston Road to buy Zuiko 28mm/3.5 lens (with case and hood). It cost

me £97 wow! That’s £3,400 at today’s prices. That was a hell of an investment in a college project.

I think the building site is Euston Road too, possibly the Euston Station Plaza which was redeveloped in the

late 1970s. Wonder what the vantage point was?

The remainder of the shots are of the arrival at Grizedale Campsite, the planned campsite for the Satterth-

waite study prior to the the exodus to Satterthwaite Farm.

Me and Mags travelled up with Philip and Claire in Philip’s mini. It seems I was using up an old colour

film before switching to HP5 for the project. I suspect that what was happening here was that Philip insisted

that as we had missed lunch on the drive up we should eat and drink before we set up the tents. Then we got

thrown off the campsite, I can’t quite remember why. Perhaps we had arrived at the wrong time of day or

something of that ilk or maybe it was the size of party that was the problem (once the others had arrived).

Philip made enquiries at Satterthwaite Post Office where we were told that a local farmer Alan Dugdale

sometimes had campers on his field behind the farm house.

Best thing that ever happened. Camping on Alan Dugdale’s field led to one of the best fortnights in my life,

possibly because when Philip and Gerhard asked me to join them on the project I think it was the first time

in my life I’d been chosen for the team.

Dates:

The dates are pretty certain on this roll. 26th May 1978 is confirmed by a receipt from Techo Cameras

which means we couldn’t hav e travelled to the Lakes until the Saturday. We must have set out very early

because the shadows in Grizedale/Satterthwaite indicate a time not much after midday which would 1pm

BST not 4 or 5pm as I had at first assumed.
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Frames:

OM1-A0000 19780526 08:00:00 Boris.

OM1-A0002 19780526 08:15:00 Dandelions and daisies.

OM1-A0003 19780526 08:16:00 Dandelions and daisies.

OM1-A0004 19780526 09:00:00 Kitten with bell and curtains.

OM1-A0005 19780526 09:01:00 Kitten with bell and curtains.

OM1-A0006 19780526 09:02:00 Kitten, bell and curtains.

OM1-A0008 19780526 09:04:00 Boris.

OM1-A0009 19780526 12:00:00 Camera Shop.

OM1-A0010 19780526 12:15:00 Building Site.

OM1-A0012 19780527 12:30:00 Grizedale Campsite.

OM1-A0013 19780527 12:31:00 Grizedale Campsite.

OM1-A0014 19780527 12:35:00 Grizedale Campsite near Satterthwaite.

OM1-A0015 19780527 12:45:00 Satterthwaite Post Office.

OM1-A0016 19780527 13:00:00 Field Centre.

OM1-A0017 19780527 13:25:00 Alan Dugdale’s Cottage.

OM1-A0018 19780527 13:30:00 Arrival at Satterthwaite Farm.

OM1-A0019 19780527 13:32:00 Satterthwaite Village from the campsite.

OM1-A0020 19780527 18:33:00 Tent Erection.


